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Is it possible to change DMI parameters?.

I need to change the ADX line from default 14 to 8 and it is easy. But I also would like to have DMI lines at 13 while
ADX line is at 8. Is this possible is SC. Appreciate your input. Thanks

dmi  adx  value  change

Yes you can. You have to type in 13,8 in the parameters.

Cheers & happy trading :)

LTL, I don't play around with ADX settings but your idea interested me. So created the following chart to help
everyone understand how it works.

First thing is to read the SC doc on ADX, that will show everyone how SC's calculates the numbers. By default the
DMI calcs are done first and the ADX number from that using the same number of periods for the smoothing.

http://stockcharts.com/school/doku.php?id=chart_school:technical_indicators:average_directional_

Now in the following chart I created several versions of the ADX and placed some behind the corresponding indicator,
just turn the opacity up and down to see what each one does. Then change the settings ie ADX(13,13) to ADX(13,8)
or ADX(13,3) to see what happens.

http://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=SPY&p=60&yr=0&mn=0&dy=27&id=p32763573805&a=252032883
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Just another view on how to explain why this works.

Gord

I say it is not that simple. Below is a link with three different ADX's. ADX 13, ADX, 8 and ADX 13,8; as you can see the
values for ADX 8 are a lot higher than the ADX 13,8 model. So, what I do is keep two in there at all times (ADX 13 and
ADX 8). see chart link http://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=SPY&p=60&yr=0&mn=0&dy=12&id=p78664232306&
a=252024939

Your answer

(Dec 28 '11 at 00:52)Love_To_Trade

Thx Gord! Ultimately the best thing the ADX is good for is letting a trader know that the market is trending by a rising ADX.

(Dec 27 '11 at 22:26)Love_To_Trade

That is because a setting of 8 is for both DMI & ADX of 8 periods.

The setting 13,8 is a setting of 13 periods for the DMI and setting of 8 periods for the ADX.

13 periods takes a little bit longer for a DMI crossover than 8 periods so it stands to reason you won't have the ADX rise as
fast.

(Dec 27 '11 at 22:30)Love_To_Trade

I like how you use area moving averages to signal an uptrend!

(Dec 27 '11 at 22:59)Tango

The video ADXCellence says to use an 8 period ADX and a 13 period for +DI and -DI. So, I think you have to put it in there
twice like I did to get the right values.

(Dec 27 '11 at 23:05)Love_To_Trade

I have the book and the settings are 13,8
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